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These Explorer Scouts at the annual regatta at Camp Shelor received thorough instructions in gun handling
c1nd gun safety. Here they're demonstrating the safest method of crossing a fence with a gun. Federal Game
Management Agent Bill Lehmann is shown in the background.
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THE COVER
Such modem things as a fiber-glass boat and rod, along; with a spinning reel,
seem ahnos t out of place on this ancient swamp lake. There are many b eautiful
waters like this in the low-country, seldom seen by the highway traveler.
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A flyrod angler works his lure slowly along the edges of Table Rock State Park, one of the many public
fishing areas provided by the Commission of Forestry . (Commission of Forestry photo.)
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Fine Fishing 1n State Parks
By WALTER T. AHEARN
Information and Education Assistant, S. C. State Commission of Forestry

Many S o u th Carolina fishermen
travel far and wide to find fishing
waters, while they overlook some of
the public fishing a r e a s closer to
home. Of course, "distant pastures
look greener", but often fishing success at faraway places does not come
up to expectations. Then, too, the
considerable travel distance involved
may mean that fewer fishing trips at
longer intervals are planned. So this
is a suggestion to South Carolina
fishermen to investigate some of the
closer-to-home lakes and streams at
the various state parks that dot the
Palmetto State.
Wherever you may live in South
Carolina, you will find that there is at
least one state park within an hour's
driving distance, and that the lakes,
streams, and beaches at the various
state parks offer a variety of fishing
opportunities.
No special permits are required for
state park fishing, although of course
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the license, season, and other regulations of the S. C. Wildlife Resources
D e p a r t m e n t apply in state park
waters just as they do elsewhere in
the state.
Water in some form, whether
stream, lake or ocean, is found at
every state park-except at Andrew
Jackson Historical State Park. And
since there are 21 state parks from
the mountains to the sea, there is a
variety of scenery and fishing opportunities to choose from. Boats can
be rented for as little as a dollar a
day at many of the state parks, and
some state parks have facilities for
launching private boats, although this
is not permitted at all state parks.
The mountain parks, like Pleasant
Ridge State Park for Negroes, Oconee, Table Rock, Paris Mountain and
Kings Mountain State Park all offer
fishing opportunities in c 1 e a r cool
mountain lakes. Croft State Park just
outside Spartanburg is traversed by

Fairforest Creek, but the main fishing
attraction is a 40-acre fishing lake
which was constructed last year and
stocked with bass and bream. Fishing
is scheduled to begin this summer.
The developm ent of this fishing lake
was a cooperative undertaking of the
S. C. Wildlife Resources D epartment
and the S. C. State Commission of
r orestry.
In the Piedmont section of the state,
Greenwood and Chester State Park
offer fishing waters. A new Negro
area of Greenwood S t a t e Park is
being developed on the shores of
Lake Greenwood which will offer
fishing facilities comparable to the
white area of Greenwood State Park.
At Cheraw State Park a 300-acre
lake provides plenty of fishing water
in this sandhill section. A fisherman's
refreshment and concession s t a n cl
located on one of the points extending into the lake also offers boats for
rent. Last year an investigation and
fish population study was made here
by Chief of Fisheries Jefferson C.
Fuller of the S. C. Wildlife Resources
Department. The State Commission
of Forestry plans to take steps to improve fishing conditions at this lake,
and it is expected that studies will be
made at other state park lakes in an
effort to improve fishing conditions.
Campbell's Pon d State Park for
egroes near Cheraw State Park also
has a fishing lake.
Fishing opportunities at SesquiC e n t e n n i a 1 State Park north of
Columbia are rather limited, but
many small-fry enjoy trying their luck
here, and expert fishermen find this
a handy place to wet a line and practice casting in a limited amount of
time. Aiken State Park has several
lakes and the south fork of the Edisto
River to ath·act fishermen. It is one of
the two state parks in the state which
have fishing cabins offering low cost
basic facilities for fishermen who
want to spend the night or several
nights "on location." Fishing cabins
are also available at Lee State Park
near Bishopville. Most fishermen fish
in Lynches River there, but numerSOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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ous small-fry try their luck in the
tamer waters of the park lakes.
Little Pee Dee State Park which
has just been d e v e 1 o p e d on the
Dillon-Marion County lin e, has a
newly-completed lake which will be
open for the first time this summer.
It will probably be stocked soon.
And of course, the Little Pee Dee
River from which this park takes its
name, also attracts many fishermen.
The lake at Barnwell State Park is
popular with fishermen, and fishing
is available in the Salkehatchie River
at Rivers Bridge Confederate Memorial State Park located between
Allendale and Ehrhardt.
In the "high hills of Santee" fishing
is offered in the lake at Poinsett State
Park and at nearby Mill Creek State
Park for colored.
Santee State Park on the shores of
L ake Marion has for a number of
years been a favorite jumping-off
place for fishermen, and the recent
development of the Santee State Park
Boat Landing is expected to attract
more fishermen to this area.
A new fishermen's concession
buildin g at the landing will be managed by Mr. and Mrs. John R. Novak
to serve fishermen. Groceries, soft
drinks, cigarettes, candy, and other
items will be on sale, in addition to
fishin g tackle and supplies and live
bait.
Short orders, such as hamburgers,
hot dogs, sandwiches, and coffee will
be available at popular prices. A
special 55-cent "early bird" breakfast
for fishermen will be served beginning at 5 a. m. each day. SanteeCooper fishing p ermits and state fishing licenses will also be available at
the Santee State Park Boat Landing.
The anchorage fee for private craft
at the Santee State Park Boat Landin g has been reduced from $4.00 to
$2.00 per m o n th, with anchorage
privileges limited to one boat per individual so that more people may
take advantage of this facility. The
fee includes such services as bailing
boats and beaching them when necessary, although the State Commission
VoL. 2 No. 2--SPruNG, 1955

intendent of Santee State Park, Route
1, Santee, or from the S. C. State
Commission of Forestry, P. 0. Box
357, Columbia.
Although not a full-fledged state
park, Colleton Wayside Park located
on U. S. 15 at Canadys, between
Walterboro and St. George, affords
access to fishing in the Edisto River.
Givhans Ferry State Park 15 miles
west of Summerville offers fishing
and boating on the Edisto River. Five
housekeeping cabins are available for
rent at this park.
Three state parks along the South
Carolina coast provide access to salt
water fishin g areas, and attract many
fishermen each year. At Hunting
Island S t a t e Park, which can be
reached by following US Highway 21
to its end at the ocean east of BeauTh is 26-pound channel bass and the nice string of
summer trout were caught off the Myrtle Beach
areas for colored and for whites
fort,
State Park fishing pi e r last fall , just before Hurricane
Hazel struck . The pier is being rebu ilt and will be
the scenic beauty of pines, hardoffer
(Commission of
ready for anglers this summer.
Forestry photo . )
woods and palmettos in a semi-tropical setting on this historic banier
of Forestry assumes no responsibility island.
for loss. State Park boats can be
At Edisto Beach State Park surf
rented for $1.00 per day at the landfishin g and other kinds of salt water
ing, or privately owned boats can be angling are popular. At Myrtle Beach
launched here at no charge.
State Park surf fishing has long been
Santee State Park, on the shores popular, and with the construction of
of Lake Marion, is located six miles a 644-foot fishing pier on the park
east of Elloree on a paved county property in 1950, even more fisherroad. The park is easily accessible men were attracted to the area. Unfrom U. S. Highways 301 and 15 at fortunately, Hurricane Hazel wreaked
Santee. A large, modern bathhouse havoc with the pier, which was 90
and a clear water lake in the park are percent destroyed. However, insurother facilities offered visitors. A ance carried on the pier has enabled
picnic shelter, picnic tables and out- the State Commission of Forestry to
door fireplaces are also available.
contract to rebuild the popular strucTwo family vacation cabins have ture. A change in design will add an
been constructed at Santee State Park additional 100 feet in length to the
this year. Before June first these pier, which is expected to be open
cabins are rented for $20.00 per week, to fishermen this summer. The rebuilt
with a weekend or minimum charge pier will be 744 feet long, 24 feet
of $12.00. From June first to Labor wide, and will be lighted for night
Day the weekly charge is $28.00. The fishing. The pier will include a connew housekeeping cabins accommo- cession entrance stand where refreshdate six persons, and are expected to ments, tackle, bait, and fishing supbe a popular addition to the facilities plies will be available. There will be
at Santee State Park.
a 20 by 48-foot weather shelter at the
Additional details about the new ocean end of the pier.
family vacation cabins, the new boat
Beside!' offering fishing waters, the
landing, and other facilities can be state parks offer the ath-action of unobtained from G. B. LaBoon, Super(Continued on page 24)
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of timber was given consideration in
each of the tracts s t u d i e d, but
forestry practices g e n e r a I I y were
modified in the interest of quail production.
EFFECTS OF B URN ING

The discking of alternate strips allows controlled burni ng that te nds to produce maximum quail populations
and prevents the spread of dangerous fires . (Fish and Wildlife Service photo.)

Fire and Game Management
By WALTER ROSENE, JR.

Biologist, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Gadsden, Alabama

Fire has been a factor in the hunting of American wildlife for hundreds
qf years. DeSoto, on his j o u r n e y
through the Southeast in 1539, found
Indians frequently using fire to flush
game from the woods or canebrakes.
Fire was also used r e g u I a r I y by
Indians to drive game into favorable
pJaces for the kill.
. Although burning by Indians was
practiced as an aid to hunting rather
than for habitat management, it undoubtedly resulted in areas of open
• forest f a v o r a b 1 e to quail. In the
United States, the use of fire for
game management is a relatively recent development. Stoddard was one
of the first in this country to recommend burning for quail habitat improvement. He clearly differentiated
between wild fire and controlled
burning, cautioned a g a i n s t excessively severe burns, and advocated
determining local policy on burning
according to the primary purpose for
which the land is managed. He also
pointed out that timber species differ
in resistance to fire, and indicated
that burning of some stands, notably
long-leaf pine, yields benefits to both
forester and game manager.
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Observations recorded here on the
role of fire were made during a fiveyear study of q u a i I management
practices in the Southeast. In 1947,
the Fish and Wildlife Service undertook the task of appraising the benefit of lespedeza plantings and certain
other practices advocated by the Soil
Conservation Service. On study areas
selected for this work there was widespread employment of fire to improve
or maintain quail habitat and thus
excellent opportunity existed for appraising its varying effects upon quail
populations.
Seven areas were selected for this
study. Three of these, totaling 4,331
acres, are located in Alabama, and
four, aggregating 5,893 acres, are in
Berkeley, Georgetown and J a s p e r
Counties in South Carolina. Two of
the Alabama tracts are in the Black
Belt soil province and the other five
study areas are in the Coastal Plain.
In order to avoid unwanted publicity,
plantations are designated by number. Each area is part of a large quail
preserve where owners, members and
employees have cooperated in taking
winter quail censuses and in various
management operations. Production

Alabama I and II. These semi-open
areas are located in the Black Belt,
where with management, it is possible to maintain relatively high quail
populations. Most of the soils are alkaline, and native legumes grow in
abundance. The topography is gently
rolling, with sufficient surface drainage, but imperfect internal drainage
on many soil types. Approximately
one-half of each area is covered with
pine, and the remaining land is in
fields. The dominant pine is loblolly
(Pinus taeda). Trees are distributed
irregularly in blocks or wood lots
with little understory. Comparable
amounts of land are tilled by tenants
on each area.
In the winter of 1948-49 the quail
population per 100 acres on Alabama
I was 3.70 coveys and on Alabama
II it was 3.27. Since then the two
areas have received different treatment. Spring b u r n i n g from 1949
through 1954 was neglected on Alabama II, because of heavy work
schedule while on Alabama I, a full
burning program for quail management was carried out during the entire study period. Practices used on
Alabama I included the disking of
strips approximately 30 feet wide
t h r o u g h brooms edge ( Andropogon
virginicus) fields and subsequently
burning between alternate strips. The
burning program was c a r r i e d out
each spring between February 20 and
March 15. This treatment permitted
selected burning of from 40 to 60 per
cent of the area.
By the winter of 1953-54 the quail
population on Alabama I had increased from 3.70 to 4.36 coveys per
100 acres. The vegetation and general
appearance of this area was largely
unchanged throughout the six-year
observation period.
(Continued on page 21 )
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1he first nutria brought into Richland county are shown just before their release in a private pond. Only
l ime will tell th e succe ss of the exper iment, although the e xpe rience of othe r state s has been not too happy.

Four-legged Weed Cutter
By JEFFERSON C. FULLEK, JR.

Chief of Fisheries

If you should see a rat-like animal

.

about the size of a state fair watermelon swimming a r o u n d in your
pond, don't get alarmed. It's merely
a M yocastor c o y p u s bonariensis,
better known as nutria.
This South American import was
probably first introduced into the
United States in 1924 by fur farmers
and is now found in the wild state in
Washington, Oregon, New Mexico,
Louisiana, Alabama, Iowa, Texas,
North Carolina, Florida, and probably other states.
Recently there has been some localized inl:erest in South Carolina for
using nutria to control vegetation in
farm ponds. Several nutria have been
released in Richland and Lexington
county ponds and there may have
been o th er introductions. An act
introduced in the General Assembly
this year would protect the nutria at
all times.
Some other states, however, are not
convinced of the value of the nutria.
California, for instance, requires a
permit of any person who wishes to
import, raise or possess nutria. A
VoL. 2 No.
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major condition of the permit is that
the animals must be kept in escapeproof concrete pens surrounded by
tight wire fencing.
In 1946, a special act of the Louisiana Legislature recognized that the
nutria had become established as a
wild animal. The act placed the animal on the protected, valuable fur
bearing list and enacted a severance
tax of 10 cents a pelt. In 1943 a total
of 436 nutria were trapped in the
state and the pelts sold for 50 cents
A nutria swims off after its release.

each. By 1951 the number of animals
trapped had increased to 78,422 and
the price per pelt was $4.65.
According to the a r t i c 1e, "The
Present Status of Nutria in the Southeastern States," the nutria is non-competitive with the muskrat for food.
However, according to the annual fur
catch records of Louisiana, the number of muskrats harvested each year
has progressively decreased as the
number of nutria progressively increased for the same period.
Generally, only the small, longitudinal, soft-haired belly strip of the
n u t r i a is utilized. Most Louisiana
trappers reported they much preferred to handle and trap the muskrat. The skinning and handling of
nutria is much more time consuming,
the trappers claiming they could skin
20 m u s k r a t s while skinning one
nutria.
In private correspondence from
Georgia, Fred Dickson, chief of the
fisheries section, stated that all his
experience and the literature he had
read indicated that nutria are not
profitable to have.
"In general appearance, the nutria
resembles a small beaver except for
the round, sparsely-haired tail. It is
this appendage more than anything
else that gives the casual observer the
impression that he is vi e win g a
common wharf rat with an overactive
thyroid. The broad body is covered
with a dense coat of dark brown fur.
The large, typical rodent-appearing
incisor teeth are orange in color, becoming deep orange-red in older individuals. The small, round ears and
long whiskers around the mouth remind one of the head of a guinea pig •
or groundhog.
"In motion on the ground, the
nutria appears c 1u m s y, the short,
small front feet heavily armed with
sturdy claws and well muscled, longer
hind legs with webbed feet fitting the
species much better for swimming
than for terrestrial travel. The tail
aids the swimming nutria by serving
as a rudder."
(Continued on page 23)
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Telephoning fish is falling off in
popularity, probably due to the number of persons who have paid fines
when caught in the act, according to
Supervisor Lonnie Bundrick of the
Second Law Enforcement District.
The Second District is comprised
of Chester, Calhoun, Fairfield, Kershaw, Lancaster, Lexington, Newberry, Orangeburg, Richland, Saluda
and York counties.
Only 14 telephoning cases were
made in the district July 1-March 1.
Other fish law violations, exclusive
of license, permit and over-the-limit
cases, included: trapping game fish,
41; selling game fish, nine; netting
game fish, 14; seining game fish, 24;
trotlines for game fish, 13; and shooting game fish, four. Approximately
450 traps were destroyed.

Fish trappers and netters are persistent fellows, as is shown by reports
from Supervisors Freddie McKerley
of the Third District and Mac Flood
of the Fourth District for the month
of March.
In the Third District-Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg, Barnwell, Beaufort,
Hampton and Jasper counties-67 fish
traps and 16 illegal nets were destroyed or confiscated, with six cases
for trapping fish, three for illegal
netting and two for dynamiting.
In the Fourth District-Berkeley,
Charleston, C o 11 e t o n, Dorchester,
Georgetown and Williamsburg counties-35 gillnets, nine illegal trot lines
and 87 traps were destroyed or confiscated.
Both supervisors say stiffer penalties are needed to discourage the
trappers. With the small fines im-

posed under the p r e s en t laws, a
trapper could get caught every few
weeks and still make a pretty good
living.
You'd think 35 rockfish would bring
more than $1.50 but that's all that
was bid when the fish confiscated by
Warden Furman Delk of Lexington
county were auctioned off. However,
the rockfish, confiscated from overthe-limit anglers in the Congaree,
were all under eight inches long.
Wardens T. M. Cannon and Charles
L. McNeill of Horry county made
cases against five night hunters recently in one week, three one night
and two a couple of nights later. Two
automobiles, one a 55-model were
confiscated, a 1o n g with guns and
lights.

Instructors and officials are shown at the Explorer Scout Regatta at Camp Shelor in March . Left to right: DOUGLAS E. WADE, information assistant, Wildlife Re•
sources Department; Supervisor ALEX GREGG, Florence ; CLARENCE GASQUE, Florence , field Scout commissioner; BILL LEHMANN, federal game management
agent; BILL STALLWORTH, Florence; Supervisor MAC FLOOD . Moncks Corner; B. M . HAMER, Dillon, Pee Dee Council chairman; Wardens R. R. WOODS, Claren•
don; ERNEST W . GRIMBALL, Charleston; and B. E. RICHBURG, Clarendon.
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Explorer Regatta Held at Camp Shelor

One-thousandth of a second photography caught this arrow in flight as Explorer Scouts watch an archery demonstration at Camp Shelor. The archer is FRANK
MATTHEWS, Charlotte .

Four hundred and fifty Explorer
Scouts and leaders from the 11 counties of the Pee Dee Area Council
attended the fourth annual Explorer
Regatta at Camp Shelor March 17-19,
the program including entertainment,
instruction and demonstrations.
Among the feature events on the
.. program were: a water skiing demonstration by Bernie Moore and his Sea
Scouts from Florence; a firearms and
safety demonstration by Chief of
Detectives W. C. Kirven of Sumter
and Sheriff Johnny Stokes of Darlington; an archery exhibition by Frank
Matthews and and G. M. Causby of
Charlotte and Captain Maloney of
Shaw Field; a fencing exhibition by

New Films
Three new films have been added
to the Department's film library:
"Mission Musky" and "The Sockeye
Salmon Story", both put out through
VoL. 2 No. 2--SPRING, 1955

two Olympic champions, D. B. Nixon
of the R. A. F. and Captain Reyesguerra of South America; an Army
helicopter and parachute drop by
Fort Bragg personnel, followed by
flame thrower and communications
demonstrations.
A field gun safety course was handled by Doug Wade of the Wildlife
Resources Department, assisted by
Supervisors Mac Flood of Moncks
Corner and Alex Gregg of Florence,
Federal Game Management Agent
Bill L e h m a n of Charleston, and
Wardens B. E. Richburg and R. R.
Woods of Clarendon, Ernest W.
Grimball of Charleston, and Dwight
Yarborough of Florence.

Winners in the competitive events
were:
1. Bait casting for distance-Post
845, Myrtle Beach.
2. Bait casting for accuracy-Post
526, Hartsville.
3. Archery-Ship 475, Florence.
4. Rifle marksmanship-Troop 334,
Sumter.
5. Canoe tilting-Post 342, Shaw
Field.
6. Canoe racing-Post 845.
7. Motorboat racing-Troop 420,
Lake City.
8. Skeet shooting-Edward Hatchell, Troop 777, Latta.
Post 845 won the prize for the
greatest number of points.

the Travelers Insurance company,
and "Saltwater Rodeo", put out by
the Phillip Morris Company.
These sound and color films run
about 20 minutes each and will be
loaned without charge to groups
wishing to borrow them.

"Mission Musky" pictures a trip
after big muskies in a Wisconsin lake
while the "Sockeye Salmon" describes
the spawning run of the fish. "Saltwater Rodeo" shows the catching of
tarpon and sailfish off the Florida
coast.
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Hardwoods Mean Much to Wildlife
By VERNE E. DAVISO N
Southeastern Biologist, Soil Conservation Service
Auburn, Alabama

Hardwood trees have important
values to the wildlife of our southern woodlands. Landowners, hunters,
naturalists and others who enjoy
wildlife should know about these
values. The naturalist most likely does
appreciate them because he understands them-they are a part of a
nature-student's knowledge of the
outdoors. A hunter often ignores trees
along with the other plants which
feed, or fail, his beloved game birds
and game mammals through the
seasons of the year. Landowners,
however, are the people who must
understand the values of hardwoods
most thoroughly, because they will
conserve or destroy these producers
of wildlife foods as they manage the
vast patchwork of woodland tracts
throughout America.
The current trend of woodland
management in South Carolina and
other southern states is to cut, girdle
or otherwise destroy the hardwoodsreplacing them with the more salable
pine trees. This practice when carried to its ultimate is unfavorable to
quail, squirrels, deer, wild turkeys,
and wood ducks. Rabbits are not affected directly and it is unlikely that
the mountain woodlands will be de• pleted of the hardwoods so valuable
to grouse.
As briefly as possible let's consider
our game species and the important
hardwood trees which help feed
them.
Squirrels. The most obvious users
of nuts, acorns and tree seeds are the
squirrels. The gray and fox squirrels
eat the same kinds of food, including
the tender buds of trees when mast
is not abundant. Wildlife technicians
agree that food is the most important
requirement to a high population of
squirrels.
The four most important foods are
hickory nuts, acorns, beechnuts and
walnuts. The hickories include pe-
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This pine plantation means money in the pocket of the landowner but for wildlife it means merely that
much more land taken out of wildlife use. The steady increase in pine plantings and pasture lands, a natural
re sult of our expanding economy, means less and less land suitable for wildlife. Pines furnish little food and

cover for wildlife. (SCS photo. )

cans, shagbark, pignut, mockernut,
bitternut, and shellbark. Among the
oaks are black oak, white oak, scarlet
oak, red oak, chestnut oak, and pin
oak. In South Carolina, we have few
walnut trees.
Squirrels begin to eat acorns and
nuts long before they are ripe, and
feed on them every month thereafter.
They seem to prefer pecan nuts to
all other kinds of mast.
Other less important hardwoods
furnishing food for squirrels are:
yellow-poplar, mulberry, maple, ash,
elm, wild cherry, dogwood, black
gum, and chinquapin.
Wild turkeys. The importance of
hardwood trees to wild turkeys is indicated by the fact that, except for
a few birds in the mountains, every
turkey fiock which exists in the Southeastern states today lives and feeds
from a headquarters within a swamp.
Because of the food they produce, the
hardwood trees are a significant part
of this heavily grown habitat.

The most important foods of turkeys are the acorns of the oaksw hite, red, live, chestnut, pin, post
and black. Also important are the
nuts of beech, hickory and pecan.
In summer and fall fruits of the
following trees are eaten, too: black
gum, tupelo gum, dogwood, wild
cherry, mulberry, persimmon, hackberry, ash and sweet gum.
Deer find their favored hardwood
foods principally in b r o w s e-the
tender leaves and tips of new growth.
They feed more on shrubs than trees
but they also eat the oaks ( including
the acorns) , and the fruits of crabapple, black gum, and dogwood. In
South Carolina, deer live only in
those areas where hardwood trees
and shrubs provide them the cover
and food they require.
Bobwhites use acorns, whole or
broken, as a major food in October,
November, and December. Sweet
gum, dogwood, pecan, ash, black
(Continued on page 22)
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National Wildlife Week Theme Endorsed
"Save The Wetlands" was the
theme of National Wildlife Week this
year and South Carolinians, like other
Americans, have realized the urgency
of the problem .
H arry Hampton of Columbia, State
Wildlife Week chairman and threetime president of the S. C. Wildlife
Federation, pointed out that of 120,000,000 acres of original marshes and
savannahs suitable for waterfowl and
fur-bearers, less than 23,000,000 acres
remain, and these are being reduced
steadily. These wetlands have b een
destroyed by unwise drainage, pollution, government subsidies and other
influences, including expanding agricultural needs.
The objectives of Wildlife W eek
were: To promote coordinated planning and research for wetlands preservation and management; secure
legislation to assure that a larger
portion of duck stamp revenue for
buying vital waterfowl areas; revise
the federal laws so that fish and wildlife resources will b e protected and
developed in connection with federal
drainage and reservoir projects; stop
federal subsidies for unwise drainage
projects ; work for effective pollution-

State Officers
. of Federation
The present officers of the South
Carolina Wildlife F ederation are
Charlie M. Brice, West Columbia,
president; W. H . Purser, Clemson,
vice-president, and Mrs. Bertha M.
Griffin, Secretary-Treasurer. The Columbia office is 55 Arcade Building.
Directors are: R. D. Zimmerman,
St. Matthews; Leroy Peters, Ehrhardt; M. S. Boykin, Sumter; G. G.
T h r o w e r, Bennettsville; Sam C.
Jones, Columbia; Doug P. Herlong,
Rock Hill; Dr. J. B. Branyon, Spartanburg; Stewart Brown, Clinton; Arthur
Ravenel, Charleston; Marlin H . Bruner, Clemson; George E. Richardson,
VoL. 2 No. 2-SPRING, 1955

Governor GEO RGE BELL TIMMERMAN, JR., is shown endorsing the program for National Wildlife Week, the
theme this year being '' Save America 's Wet lands.'' The Governor is shown receiving a personalized album

containing a 10-year collection of wildlife stamps, gift of the Nationa l Wildlife Federation. Left to right
HARRY HAMPTO N, state chairman for National Wildlife We e k; FR ED ROUK O S, president of the Richland
Federation chapter and county chairman ; the Governor; and CHARLIE CORLEY, secretary of the Lexington
Federation chapter. The fishing rod was presented by the Shakespeare company, pioneer makers of glass rods .

control laws and programs; encourage private projects in marsh restoration and preservation; work for a

sc ientific survey of underground
water supplies and their relationship
to surface wetlands.

Cayce; \,Y. Earle Brown, Sr., Lake
City; and C. A. Smith II, Greenville.

Each Commissioner s e 1e c t e d the
member of the advisory committee
from his district.

- - - - S CWRC - - -

Commission forms
Advisory Group
The Wildlife Resources Commission recently set up an advisory committee of sportsmen to promote better
understanding of sportsmen's problems and to secure support for programs and projects being undertaken.
Members of the advisory committee by congressional districts are :
Bartow Culp of Charleston, First;
Jack Carroll of L exington, Second;
Marlin Bruner of Clemson, Third;
Jerry Settle of Inman, Fourth; Crawford Billings of Lancaster, Fifth; and
Alex Quattelbaum of Florence, Sixth.

- - - SCW R C - - -

"Carolina, the which we find a most
fertile, gallant, rich soil, flourishing
in all the abundance of nature, especially in the rich mulberry and vine, a
serene air and temperate clime, and
experimentally rich in precious minerals; and lastly, I may say, parallel
with any place for rich land and
stately timber of all sorts; a place
indeed unacquainted with our Virginia's nipping frosts, no winter, or
very little cold to be found there."Governor Francis Yeardley of Virginia writing of a visit to the Carolinas in 1654.
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Scouts Active 1n
Conservation Work
By DOUGLAS E. WADE

In the long list of Boy Scouts of
America national good turns which
started in 1912, few if any have attracted the interest and long-term
participation of the 1954 National
Conservation Good Turn.
National Scout Headquarters reported a total of 41,721 different projects in soil and water conservation;
38,125 projects in forestry; 29,323 projects in fish and wildlife conservation;
and 30,450 activities designed to keep
America beautiful by eliminating
litter along roadways, parks, rivers,
and streams. In an effort to "arouse
public recognition," Scouts built some
40,940 public exhibits and demonstrations; gave 56,678 talks at public
gatherings on conservation; and distributed more than 3,000,000 posters.
Other conservation good turns included 13,229 demonstrations in gun
and hunting safety; 16,168 demonstrations in fishing and boating safety;
and 2,714 rodent control projects.
The national score on wildlife projects included 439,783 food shrubs
planted for wildlife food and cover;

'

S:outs get experience in planting bicolor lespedeza,
one of the many conservation projects carried out in

the State by Scouts.

55,346 nesting boxes built and erected
for song birds, wood ducks, squirrels,
and raccoon. These boxes, if they
reach their potential, would be helpful in adding more than a quarter
million more w i l d 1 i f e individuals.
Well over a million feet of hedgerows

were planted to prevent wind erosion
and provide food and cover for wildiife; 21,337 brush piles were built for
wildlife cover; and 4,799 fish projects
completed.
Here in South Carolina 7,156 boys
and leaders participated in 407 soil
and water projects; 4,299 projects in
forestry; 142 projects in outdoor
manners; and 414 projects in fish and
wildlife conservation.
We also know of at least four Scout
conservation camporees w h i ch attracted well over 3,000 boys and
leaders; and there were hours spent
by various Scout units discussing conservation projects.
A valuable by-product of this Conservation Good Turn Year is that
many conservation agency officials
and technicians were b r o u g h t together. In coming together they began to see more thoroughly the interrelationships that exist between soil,
water, plant life and animal life in
nature. In coming together they had
a splendid excuse to learn to work
together on common goals.

- South Carolina Box Score .

The following figures are encouraging when you
realize the actual work involved and the results
accomplished by South Carolina Scouts and their
leaders:
147
36
1,461
97
35
127,500
260
120
8,700
5
48

eroding gullies worked on
eroding stream banks worked on
acres of land planted in grass
soil and water conservation talks given
soil and water conservation exhibits built
trees planted
acres of woodlots improved
forest fires fought
fire-prevention posters distributed
forestry exhibits built
forest conservation talks given

24 rat control projects carried out
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1,482
4
1
1,780
11,600
347
56
4
110

feet of hedgerows planted for wildlife
fish conservation projects carried out
fish derby h eld
feet of stream or lakeshore improved
food shrubs for wildlife planted
nes:ing boxes built and set out
brush piles built
exhibits built on wildlife topics
wildlife conservation talks given

10,000
15,000
20
203
130
37
7

Outdoor Code posters distributed
Outdoor Code cards distributed and signed
exhibits on outdoor manners built
talks on outdoor manners given
hours spent helping conservation officers
gun safety demonstrations given
boat and fishing safety demonstrations
given

SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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Yes, figures like these assembled on
conservation projects are most thrilling when you dig beneath and see
the impacts made on individual boys
that worked on the projects. Quite
likely your own boy helped. Perhaps
you did too.
Naturally we here in the Wildlife
Resources Department are quite
happy about this Conservation Good
Turn. Many wardens, all the District
Supervisors, all the Commissioners,
and practically all of the technicians
gave unstintingly of their time and
talents.
The magazine carried several Conservation Good Turn articles and
printed the outdoor code; a special
conservation patch sponsored by the
Commission has already been awarded to over fifty Scouts who passed the
merit badge requirements of Forestry,
Soil and Water Conservation, and
Wildlife Management; 10,000 reprints
of the outdoor code were reprinted
and distributed to y o u t h groups,
t eachers, and other organizations;
and 20,000 outdoor code cards were
printed by the Department and distributed by Scouts and others.
In preparation for this Good Turn
Year, the wardens of the State received a copy of the Scout merit
badge booklet on Wildlife Manage-

License Figures
for the Nation

L
L

L
L
L

Hunters and sport fishermen in the
Unite9- States reached the recordbreaking total of 32,654,199 individuals in the past fiscal year and they
paid almost $85,000,000.00 for fishing
and hunting licenses and Federal
duck stamps, the Fish and Wildlife
Service has reported.
Fishing, as in past years, remained
the most popular outdoor sport, with
18,580,813 men and women paying
$38,927,735.00 for all categories of
State licenses, permits, and stamps in
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1954,
the Service report disclosed.
VoL. 2 No.
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Scouts take an active interest in a wildlife conservation discussion led by GORDON BROWN of the Department ' s Information and Education Division . (Photo by Myers. )

ment, and those attending the second
annual warden's school received fishing and boat s a f e t y instructional
methods, enabling them to work with
Scouts and other youth groups. Some
wardens have been active as leaders
of Scout units. Such work with youth
groups should have tremendous impact on the future conservation pie-

ture here in South Carolina.
Through the energy expended and
the know-how learned during 1954
Conservation Good Turn Year, conservation activities continue to march
on and increase. This is one of the
impressive things that one 1e a r n s
when working with the youth of
South Carolina.

Hunters totaled 14,073,386 and
they paid $46,047,781.00 for State
resident and nonresident licenses,
permits, tags and stamps, including
$4,542,860.00 for Migratory Waterfowl Stamps.
In the preceding fiscal year, in the
category of paid license holders, fishermen outnumbered hunters 17,867,922 to 13,997,155. Fees from fishing
licenses in 1953 totaled $35,602,903.00
as c om p a r e d with $45,044,572.00
( including $4,593,256.00 for duck
stamps) collected from hunters.

Film Listings

---SCWRC---

Under ideal water conditions, adult
Pacific salmon have been known to
leap 8 to 10 feet in the air during
upstream spawning migrations.

The Wildlife Resources Department fully realizes the value of films,
to put over a point or tell a story. Unfortunately, funds are not available
to purchase many films we would like
to keep on hand to meet the many
requests from schools, clubs and
sportsmen's groups.
A listing of over 1,000 films is carried in a bulletin issued by Outdoor
Life magazine. A copy of this bulletin may be secured by sending 35
cents in coins or stamps to Sportsmen's Service, Outdoor Life, 353
Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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The tailrace canal sanctuary, just below Santee-Cooper's Pinopolis power house,
has probably the greatest year-round concentration of rockfish in the world. The

rockfish congregate to feed on the swarms of smaller fish that come up the
Cooper river and also on fish killed by passage through the turbines.

Several years from now fisheries
men will be looking for a little rockfish in Lake Greenwood-a little rockfish that is preparing to spawn. If
they find this fish there will be rejoicing-and the long-accepted theories about the life cycle of the rockfish ( striped bass in most sections of
the nation) will be rewritten.
Fisheries men have always believed that the rockfish, although it

Warden EARL TIERNEY tangles with a nice rockfish
canal. The 297 fish caught and transplanted averaged 9.6 pounds.
impossible to cast out a metal-nylon bucktail without a strike.

spawns in fresh water, must return to
salt water before spawning, like the
salmon, shad and other anadromous
fish . Studies on the Santee-Cooper,
however, have indicated the probability of a landlocked population and
the natural reaction of fisheries men
was: "If they're reproducing in Santee-Cooper without returning to salt
water, why can't we try them in some
other reservoir?"

The weight of a fish is recorded by Chief of Fisheries JEFFERSON C. FU l.i_E :,
JR., who supervised the operation. A count was also kept of ea::h tr:.J.:kload so

that the proper number of fish would be placed in the tanks.

I I

Rockfish Moved tt> Lake Greenwood
Lake Greenwood was selected for
two reasons-the rockfish would be a
fine game fish addition to the lake,
where sport fishing isn't as good as it
was formerly, and there is a heavy
overpopulation of undesirable and
stunted fish, which the rockfish might
help reduce to reasonable numbers.

I I

In addition the legislative delegations
around the lake were desirous of trying anything to improve the fishing.
The next step was catching and
moving the fish and the accompanying pictures tell the story of how
game wardens and technicians coop-

Less than four hours after they had been swimming in the tailrace canal, these
rockfish are unloaded at Lake Greenwood by JACK WEST fish production supervisor. Warden A. R. DRUMMOND, at the right, assisted in the operation.

erated in catching, moving and transplanting the fish.
Jefferson C. Fuller, Jr. , chief of
fisheries, said that the transplanted
fish were almost ready to spawn but
that there was a possibility the shock
of moving them might prevent this.
He added that if the transplanted fish
spawn in the spring of 1956 it will be
almost definite proof of the success
of the experiment-although spawn-

West rushes two rockfish to the waters of their new home. It was quick handling
like this that resulted in the extremely low mortality of the fish.

l I
I

rockfish are weighed before the fish is placed in the
transfer truck. The legs belong to GEORGE SCRUGGS,
Santee-Cooper rockfish studies.

Supervisor MAC FLOOD of Moncks Corner hurries up the steep bank with a
rockfish that has just been netted. Rockfish, while vicious fighters, are rather
delicate out of the water. Due to rapid handling and cool weather, only four
of the 297 fish were lost.

Fit and frisky a
Lake Greenwood,
she-will become
upland reservoir.

ing by second generation fish will be
the final and absolute proof. This
second generation spawning, if it occurs, should be around the fourth
year, the normal spawning age for
rockfish.
If the experiment proves successful, the rockfish will almost certainly
be introduced into the State's other
reservoirs, as well as the inland
waters of other states.
rockfish heads from the shallows into the deeper waters of
carrying the hopes of fisheries men and anglers that he-or
an ancestor of a landlocked population of rockfish in the
(All photos by Brown.)

Young Conservationists are Honored
South Carolina's two young representatives at the Young Outdoor
Americans' Conservation Conference
in Chicago in March-Betty Jean
Pritchard of Sumter and Billy Delk of
Blackville-acquitted themselves extremely well, according to State 4-H
Club Agent Leon 0. Clayton, who
accompanied them to Chicago.
Billy Delk was selected as the
State's outstanding young conservationist by a committee appointed by
Governor George Bell Timmerman,
Jr. Members of the committee were:
A. Fletcher Ruff, SCS, chairman; Jack
Carroll, Wildlife Federation; Guilbert
Graham, University of South Carolina; Wilbur Clark, Izaak Walton
League; C. West Jacocks, Forestry
Commission; and Eddie Finlay, Wildlife Resources Department.
Delk was one of the three top
young conservationists from whom
the committee made its final selection, the other two being Thomas
Harmon, Jr., of Lexington and James
Victor Hartzog of St. George.
Miss Pritchard was selected as the
official delegate of the 54,872 4-H
club members in the State.

Off from the Columbia airport for the Young Outdoor Americans Conservation Conference in Chicago are

BETTY JEAN PRITCHARD, Sumter; BILLY DELK, Barnwell; and LEON 0 . CLAYTON, state 4-H Club agent.

Finalists i~n the competition to select the State's outstanding young conservationist are shown above with
their sponsors. Seated is A. FLETCHER RUFF, chairman of the Governor's committee. Lei! to right: CLAUDE
COOLER, vocational teacher, St. George High ; JAMES VICTOR HARTZOG, Reevesville; BILL DELK, Blackville ;
AUSTIN SHELLEY, Barnwell county agent; THOMAS HARMON, Lexington; DUKE RICHARDSON, vocational
agriculture teacher, Lexington High. (Munn-Teal photo.)

Both the young people have been
active in various conservation activities while carrying on their 4-H club
work.
Miss Pritchard was elected as one
of the four reporters from young people all over the nation and at the
conclusion of the Conference addressed the 500 adults and young
people. Delk was elected first alternate of the four young people who
presided over the four group sessions.
David Spearman of Pelzer, an FFA
member, was selected by the Governor's committee last year.
----SCWRC----

The snapping turtle never feeds
out of water because it cannot swallow unless its head is submerged.
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Quality of Wildlife Food Important
By MELVIN 0. STEEN
Chief, Fish and Game Division
Missouri Conservation Commission

Environment is the key to the welfare and the abundance of every
species of life that lives on this earth
of ours.
Anyone who has an ecological concept will accept that statement, and
will further agree that food is a vital
part of environment. Adequate nutrition is ai.1 environmental "must" in
the minds of the layman and the
wildlife technician alike.
Up to that point their thinking is
correct, but beyond it tends to go
astray.
It is common belief that the requirements of adequate nutrition are
met when the animal gets enough to
eat. In other words we have a quantitative concept. We assume that qualitative needs are met when quantitative requirements are satisfied.
I submit that adequate nourishment is primarily a qualitative thing,
hence the average concept of nutrition is erroneous. It is my conclusion
that most animal life on this earth
would be better nourished if it had
more quality and less quantity in its
food supply. I submit further that
this is particularly true of most of the
area represented at this conference.
Is it not true that one hind quarter
from a good N o r t h e r n ( borealis)
white-tail buck will outweigh his entire counterpart among the diminutive Key deer? Do we not have here
one species of animal, divided into
many sub-species, geographical races
which are closely correlated with soil
fertilities and hence qualitative nutrition? "Aha!", the scientist will say,
"That is circumstantial evidence; you
have no real proof." Granted, but up
in Missouri we have found some supporting e v i d e n c e that we think
worthy of consideration.
In the course of our efforts to restore d e e r in Missouri, we have
trapped and transplanted a great
many animals during the last ten
VoL. 2 No. 2-SPRrNc, 1955

This massive set of antlers indicates that the buck
who carried them got plenty of nutritious food. There
may be a wide variation among the size and antle~s
of individual deer but generally the better the soil
the bigger the buck. The buck was killed by
MARION BLACKMAN of Darlington County and the
antlers were among the most massive ever collected
in the State . The outside curve was 23 1/, inches;
the greatest spread 181/2 inches; the circumference
Sl/8 inches; and the circumference at the burr 81/a
inches . Notice the length of the two inner prongs.

years. A major source of supply
throughout the program has been a
herd of white-tails living in our southern Ozarks, on soils of low fertility.
In fact, they are considered the least
fertile of a rather wide range of soils
in our state.
It will be helpful to understand
that the Missouri deer herd was at a
low ebb a decade ago, and that there
were no deer in most of the state at
that time. Since the author is a firm
believer in mass plantings in any
attempt to populate a range, it has
been our practice to stock a minimum
of fifty deer in each release area.
In keeping with this policy, a mass
planting of deer was transferred from
the Ozark area referred to above, to
a new range of substantially higher
fertility. The release area had no
known deer in or near it. We had an
isolated and unoccupied range, and
a mass release, hence the chances of

infusion from any source were virtually nil.
Approximately five years after the
stocking, the release area was opened
to deer hunting. Although we expected some differences, we have
been astonished to see the variation
revealed by the records of our weight
stations in these two localities. Deer
taken on this release have averaged
28% more than the deer taken in the
Ozark area; in other words the progeny is nearly a third heavier than
their own immediate ancestors.
Here is a case where there can be
no significant genetic variation. It is
true that the quality and the quantity
of deer food in the new range is
greater than in the old, but there is
no evidence of quantitative deficiency
in the latter. As far as we can determine the deer have enough to eat in
both localities, hence we conclude
that higher quality plant life adds up
to higher quality animal life in this
case, just as it has in many wellauthenticated t es ts throughout the
nation.
We find considerable differential,
too, in the rate of growth and the
attainment of sexual maturity in the
two locations. This differential is general throughout the state; deer on
our more fertile lands grow faster,
attain sexual maturity earlier, and
hence have a higher rate of reproduction. We conclude that qualitative
nutrition enhances reproduction as
well as the size of these deer. Please
note here, that I refer here to qualitative nutrition, not to the quantitative food supply. Every deer manager
knows that an overbrowsed range
( i. e., quantitative deficiency) slows
reproduction, but how many of you
know that full rumens do not insure
m a x i m u m yield from your deer
herds?
We have found similar evidence in
the case of other Missouri wildlife. In
the analysis of more than 8,000 raccoon we found that the average
(Continued on page 18)
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Summer camping season is just around
the corner-and that includes organized
camping.
Kids in camp can look at nature firsthandedly. They can see wildflowers, birds,
trees, fish, and many other creatures alive
and in their natural haunts.
Most people observe nature-weather,
animals, plants, scenic beauty. Some people
see, hear, and feel more than others. Some
can even name many of the plants and
creatures th ey see. It gives one a good
feeling to be able to call correctly various
wild plants and animals by an accepted
common name.
Today any organized camp or school
library can own a set of excellent field
guides to many kinds of wild plants and
creatures. Most of these guides are filled
to the brim with pictures, photos, and aids
to identification. Most field guides are small
in size-built for the pocket. They have
been designed for use in the field, which
is where they should be used.
Among the better known and widely used
publications are those in the Peterson Field
Guide Series published by Houghton-Miffiin
Company ( 2 Park Street, Boston, Massachusetts). The latest in this series, a Field
• Guide to Animal Tracks by Olaus J. Murie
was reviewed in the last issue of SOUTH
CAROLINA WILDLIFE. It should be a wonderful stimulation to those who wish to get
out-of-doors and learn more about nature.
A long-time standard ( 1934) is A Field
G11ide to the Birds by Roger Tory Peterson.
A revised edition ( 1947) of this is matched
by Peterson's A Field Guilde to Western
Birds. A fine beachcomber's companion is
A Field Guide to the Shells of our Atlantic
and Gulf coasts by Percy A. Morris. Insect
enthusiasts will like A Field Guide to the
Butterflies by Alexander B. Klots which includes every species north of Mexico and
east of the 100th meridian. William H. Burt
and Richard Grossenheider (illustrator)
cover all species of mammals north of
Mexico in A Field Guide to the Mammals.
This volume combined with Murie's on
tracks furnishes a basic library for studying
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mammals including seals, whales, porpoises,
dolphins, and the manatee or sea cow.
For those who wish to study rocks and
minerals anywhere in the world, Frederick
H. Pough's A Field Guide to Rocks and
Minerals will give them a good start. If you
are planning a trip to England or Europe
you will find A Field Guide to the Birds of
Britain and Europe by Peterson, Mountfort
and Hollarn unequaled. This is the finest
field guide to birds ever produced. Many
of the birds included are found in North
America and bordering Atlantic area.
There will be other Peterson field guides
coming along on trees and shrubs, amphibians and reptiles, wildflowers, and nature study. With th e exception of the book
on European birds, which costs $5.00, all
others in the series retail for $3.75 each.

OUR LAND IS OUR LIFE: Conservation of South Carolina's Natural Resources, c o m p i 1 e d and
edited by J. M. Eleazer. (Published by the State Department of
Education, Columbia. 1955. Price
$1.63 postpaid.)
Some 5,000 copies of this new addition to conservation literature
have been distributed to schools
and libraries. An additional 500
copies have been placed on sale
and may be obtained from The
R. L. Bryan Co., 1440 Main St.,
Columbia. Book items of this sort
soon become out of print, so we
recommend early purchase.
It is of interest to know that here in
our own S. C. Wildlife Resources Department at least 25 wardens own and use the
Field Guide to Birds. Hal Steele, federal
game management agent has worn out
several copies of this guide over the past
15 or more years.
The beauty of these guides is that they
are filled with pictures in color and drawings and photos. They contain many hints
on how to go about the "art" of learning
more about wild things.

The Golden Nature Guides published by
Simon and Schuster ( Rockefeller Center,
New York 20) are not as thorough as the
Peterson series. They cost less: $1.00 soft
bound; $1.50 cloth bound. Those that I
have exam in e d include Trees, Stars,
Flowers, Birds, Reptiles and Amphibians,
and Insects. Advanced page proofs of Mammals were seen. These books are all well
done and nicely illustrated in full color.
Dr. Herbert S. Zim of the University of
Illinois, College of Education, has been
senior author. With him have worked some
outstanding men noted for their skill in
the field. One volume, Seashores, we did
not see. It includes over 475 marine subjects in full color. For vacationers on the
coast, it should be most useful.
Anyone interested more seriously in marine life would do well to obtain Fishes of
the Gulf of Maine by Henry B. Bigelow
and William C. Schroeder ( Fishery Bulletin No. 74, 1953. Price $4.25, buckram);
and Gulf of Mexico: Its Origin, Waters,
and Marine Life ( Fisheries Bulletin 89,
1954. Price $3.25). These two books should
be ordered from the Supt. of Document,
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C. Bulletin 74 contains much
information on identification of marine
fishes, distribution, relative abundance, and
significant facts of life histories. Many of
the fishes d escribed are to be found in
South Carolina waters. Bulletin 89 is more
ambitious. It brings together present knowledge about the Gulf of Mexico; history of
exploration, geology, marine meteorology,
physic and chemistry, plant and animal life
-including shore life and birds, pollution,
and literature lists. As an introduction to
the science of oceanography, it is excellent and exciting.
If I were a bright young person just entering college, and liked the out-of-doors,
I would look carefully and long at the vast
opportunities in oceanography. I would visit
Bob Lunz at Bears Bluff Laboratories on
Wadmalaw Island. The sea is the last vast
frontier on the earth. If you'd like to do
further reading along this line, Rachel Carson's The Sea Around Us and Under the
Sea Wind can now be obtained in the
Mentor paper bound books for 35 cents
each.
Speaking of inexpensive paper bound editions, no summer camp leader should fail
to overlook Freeman Tilden's The National
Parks: What They Mean to You and Me
( Alfred A. Knopf Publishers, N. Y., 1954.
Price $1.00). The first ten pages on "The
Life Community" and the last four pages
on "Serendipity" should be learned by
heart by camp counselors and teachers.
(Continued on page 20)
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Favorite Fish-Redbreast

...

Description: T h e r e d b r e a s t
(Lepomis auritus) is one of South
Carolina's favorite game fish, and
would be even more popular if its
range were not so restricted. It is a
member of the Centrarchid family
and closely resembles other members
of the sunfish group, particularly the
bluegill or bream. The most distinguishing characteristic of the redbreast is the long, narrow and black
ear Hap. The fish is brilliantly colored,
particularly during the spawning
season, and the breast of the male
fish is the reddest red imaginable, the
breast • of the female being goldcolored. The brilliant colors fade
after the fish is removed from the
water.
The maximum size is generally
eight to ten inches in length and
about a pound in weight, although
larger fish are occasionally reported.
Distribution: The r e d b r e a s t is
found from Maine to Florida and
along parts of the Gulf Coast, as well
as from Minnesota east to the Atlantic coast. It has a variety of names,
including: long-eared sunfish, hornedVoL. 2 No.
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eared sunfish, red sunfish, red perch,
robin perch, yellow-belly, tobaccobox, black-eared pondfish, kivver,
leatherear and robin.
Habitat and habits: In South Carolina, the redbreast prefers the black
water rivers and creeks, although it
is found in some ponds. In ponds it
does not seem to grow as large as in
the streams and apparently the reproduction rate is lower.
Spawning commences around the
middle of April in the low-country
and sometimes not until mid-May in
the central and upper portion of the
state. Spawning seems to require
some water movement, since the lakedwelling redbreast seeks out incoming streams. Where no flowing is
available, they will select sand or
gravel bars in water three or four feet
deep and construct circular nests
some 30 inches in diameter. Unlike
the bluegill bream, the redbreast is
somewhat solitary and rarely are the
nests less than 10 or 15 feet apart.
A secondary spawning occurs during August, although usually less
than one-half the regular number of

eggs are laid at this spawning. The
spring-spawn fish grow rapidly and
will occasionally reach three inches
in length by late fall. The exact age
at which redbreast spawn is not
known, although a five-inch fish wilJ
usually spawn. This means a few fish
will spawn during their second year
and almost always during their third
year. It generally takes seven years
for a fish to reach the maximum size
of about a pound, a slower rate of
growth than that of the bream.
Foods: The food habits of the redbreast are very similar to those of the
bluegill, consisting in the main of
immature aquatic insects and the fr.v
of other fish.
Methods of catching: The redbreast can be caught on a variety of
natural baits and artificial lures. The
natural baits include all the different
kinds of worms generally used in fishing, crickets and the larva of some insects and beetles. Artificial lures include popping bugs, small wet files
and small spinners.

-J.C. F.
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Quality Food
(Continued from page 15)

weight of this species was fully 20%
greater on our best soils than on those
of lowest fertility. Moreover, five
times as many raccoon were taken
per ten square miles on our better
soils, in spite of the fact that our
poorer soils are not as intensively
cultivated, hence have better cover
conditions.
In Missouri the cottontail rabbit is
our most important game animal, so
we naturally took a good look at
"Mister Bunny". We checked the
weights of more than 175,000 livetrapped rabbits. We found a weight
advantage of one-third ( 33 1/3%) in
rabbits coming from our most fertile
soils. The weight variation by soil
types was so striking that we decided
to go into the matter further.
Accordingly, we co 11 e ct e d 450
rabbits on our major soils types for
critical tests and investigations. Included were accurate measurement
of the femur bone, and a breaking
test of this bone. To make a long
story short the rabbits coming from
our most fertile soils had a femur
bone 12% larger and twice as strong
as did the cottontails trapped on our
least fertile soils.
This paper would not serve its
purpose if I did not indicate the
manner in which qualitative nuh·ition
can be put to work as a game man... agement tool in this region, and the
potentiality of such application. To
do so, however, I think it necessary
to review some facts concerning the
southeastern United States.
The area is, generally, one of high
rainfall, long, warm summers, and
short, mild winters. In other words
your annual precipitation is high,
and so are your mean temperatures.
That adds up to soil-destruction
rather than soil-building. The end
result is low soil fe1tility, and hence
qualitative deficiency in the plant life
of the region. This directly affects
nutrition, because an an i m a I can
never be better than the plant it eats.
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ELSIE TABOR of the Medical College, retiring president of the S. C. Academy of Science, presents the Jefferson Award to GEORGE SCRUGGS, leader of the Santee-Cooper fish population studies project. Scruggs' paper
on the Santee-Cooper rockfish work was judged the best submitted at the annual Academy meeting. At the
left is GORDON WOLCOTT, chairman of the selections committee.

There are many interesting examples of this in both the wild and
the domestic animals of the region. I
have already mentioned the whitetailed deer; a more striking example,
perhaps is the domestic cow.
Leon Hornkohl, of the U. S. Forest
Service in our state, has given me
some interesting figures, gleaned from
the records of six experimental stations, Forest Service data, and other
sources. The figures apply to cattle
grazing on open, unfertilized range
in various sections of the United
States, where they had plenty of
native forage or hay to eat but no
grain or supplement at any time.
Hornkohl set out to learn the weight
of the average cow at maturity, the
calf c r o p produced ( percentagewise) and the weight of the calves at
eight months.
In areas having approximately 20
i n ch e s of precipitation, including
snow, the mature cow averaged about
1,000 pounds, the calf crop averaged
about 90%, and the calf averaged 425
pounds at eight months.
In areas having around 60 inches
of rainfall the mature cow averaged
about 650 pounds, the calf crop

averaged 30%, and the calf averaged
225 pounds at eight months.
In between there were gradations

which varied with rainfall and mean
temperatures. In general, the cattle
had more to eat in the high-rainfall
regions, but the cows grazing in lowrainfall areas found more quality in
their food supply. There are greater
quantities of nutrient minerals available to the plant growing in a lowrainfall area, hence plant quality is
high although quantity is low.
There are four things necessary to
the production of high quality and
high quantity plant life, and hence
high quality and high q u an tit y
animal life-plenty of sunlight, air,
water and plant food. You have all
of these things in abundance. Your
major problem is that you have your
plant food in the wrong places.
Within this region are great quantities of limestone, rock phosphate,
potash and other sources of nutrient
minerals. Nitrogen may be a bit of a
problem until greater production has
been attained, but even so, what
other region has a T. V. A. producing
nitrogen right in its own back yard?
You have long growing seasons and
copious rainfall, and you are sitting
SOUTH CAROLINA WII.J)LIFE

right on top of ample plant food
supplies. You have all the elements
of production at hand, and you are
also close to our major markets. What
more could any region ask? You have
clear-cut climatic and economic advantages, but to cash in on them you
must get that plant food out of your
mines and out on the land.

Fertilize for Fine Fishing
By JEFFERSON C. FULLER. JIL

Fine fishing can be maintained in
the thousands of South Carolina farm
ponds by a simple and economical
method. This method is merely the
fertilizing of the ponds, the only
(Presented at Southeastern Association of practical method by which the weight
Game and Fish Commissioner's Conference of fish supported by certain types of
at New Orleans, Louisiana, November, ponds can be increased up to four
1954.)
to five times.
---SCWRC--However, there are two types of
ponds that should not be fertilized.
The first type is that in which a heavy
flow of water empties out of the pond
continuously, carrying the fertilizer
downstream before it has a chance to
benefit the pond. For the best results,
At least one of the 50 deer released there should be little or no overflow
in Newberry and Laurens Counties of water. The other type is the pond
recently didn't last long in his new that stays muddy, so that the sunlight
home, falling victim to some trigger- can not penetrate the water and prohappy individual.
mote the plankton growth.
The deer-a buck-was found in the
Plankton is the microscopic plant
edge of Lake Murray near White life present in all waters, which is
Rock early in March, a bullet hole in g re a t 1 y increased by fertilization.
its head. This was about 35 miles This plant life is eaten by small
from where the deer were released. animal life and, in turn, the bream
It was not known whether the deer feed on the small animal life. The
had been shot where it was found or bass feed on the bream and thus a
whether it had been shot somewhere food chain is formed. Obviously, the
else and then come to the lake, since stronger the lower part of the chain,
a wounded deer will usually go to the stronger the upper part, and that
water. The buck had been trapped in is the basis upon which fertilizing
the Francis Marion game manage- increases the production of fish so
ment area in Berkeley county Febru- tremendously.
• ary 3 and transported to Newberry
The type of fertilizer giving the
County the same day.
best results is 8-8-4, which includes
There have been no deer in the eight parts nitrogen, eight parts phosNewberry-Laurens section for over phate and four parts potash. This
50 years but it is hoped that with pro- mixture has all the necessary ingredtection-and the cooperation of the ients for plankton growth and the adpeople of the area-a deer herd can dition of other chemicals is not necesbe established that should allow some sary. In the event this mixture is not
available, a 6-8-6 mixture should be
hunting within a few years.
The dead buck was found by used. Both mixtures should be apCorky Lee and Guy Sorrell, high plied at the rate of 100 pounds per
school students of Columbia, who acre for each application, with 10
brought the ear tag into the Depart- pounds of nitrate of soda added for
each acre when 6-8-6 is used.
ment office.
---SCWRC.--Fertilizing of a pond should begin
Prior to 1913, robins were classed around March 15 and c on tin u e
as game birds in some southern through September. No exact dates
can be given because of the effects
states.

Trigger Happy
Hunter Kills
Stocked Deer
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of weather. However, it is generally
useless to fertilize earlier than March
or later than October, as the water
will be too cold for the plankton to
grow.
The first application in the spring
should be followed within 10 days
by another application if a "bloom"
has not been obtained. A bloom re~ults from the g r e a t 1 y stimulated
growth of plankton, which usually
changes the water to a green, or
sometimes brown, color. The bloom
should be maintained so that it is
impossible to see more than 15 to 18
inches down in the water. If the
water clears until a depth of 18
inches is visible, another application
of fertilizer is needed. After a bloom
is established, new applications are
generally needed every six or seven
weeks.
The pond should be fertilized regularly, one or two applications a
season being of no value. It will
temporarily increase the production
of fish but as the pond supply diminishes the fish will suffer from a lack
of sufficient food.
A good method of applying fertilizer to small ponds is by broadcasting it from the shore in the shallow
water areas. For larger ponds a boat
can be used. The fertilizer should be
poured from the sack as the boat
moves slowly along the shoreline in
shallow water.
Fertilized ponds can be used for
watering livestock, since the small
amount of fertilizer used will not
affect animals drinking the water.
The ponds may also be used for
swimming and are quite frequently
preferred, since the fertilized ponds
are less likely to be filled with weeds.
A properly built and fertilized pond
will be comparatively free of weeds
and undesirable growth, since the
bloom shades out the sunlight and
checks the g r o w t h of underwater
plants.
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Reviews
(Continued from page 16)
Nature presents a wholeness. Surely, deYelopment of such a perception in all
campers should be one of the major goals
of all camp programs. To help counselors
and teachers move toward that goal, I unreservedly recommend John H. Storer's A
First Book of Ecology- The Web of Life.
The 48 photographs and captions centered
in this book ( along of course, with the
rest of the book) should bring new zest to
the study of nature in a camp environment.
Many camps will be making use of three
new publications of the Sport Fishing Institute ( Bond Building, Washington 5, D.
C. ) . These deal largely with conservation
of fish life. Each is appealingly illustrated
with cartoon-style drawings. They are:
Land, Water and Fishing ( 15¢ ) Fish Conservation Fundamentals ( 25¢) and Conservation Chart ( 60¢). The chart consists
of a 28 x 44-inch chart in four colors and
15-page text. The chart shows two valleys.
In one of them the people take good care
of their natural resources-the soil, water,
forests, fish and wildlife. In the other valley these resources are misused. There are
22 different kinds of animals in full color
on gummed paper, to be cut out and pasted
in proper locations.
In using this chart, I would recommend
some sort of a preliminary exploration by
the campers of their camp. Then let them
make up the chart, study the text, and do
a second exploration of camp. Listen to
what the campers have to say during this
re-exploration. By such a procedure, the
campers become the center of the stagethe campers are involved in "an adventure
in growth."
This idea of "an adventure in growth"
came from a page on "Conservation Films"
in the March, 1955, Journal of Soil and
Water Conservation. It was a part of a
fascinating review of three new films: Your
Friend the Water, Your Friend the Soil,
and Your Friend the Forest.
These are 16-mm films in color and each
run six minutes. There are no captions in
these films and "just a few signposts in
sound to keep the continuity." They are
geared to 7-12 year olds. After a showing,
the children take the subject-matter of the
film or films "and use it as raw stock for
their imagination." The counselor or the
teacher must sit back, keep quiet, and
listen to the insight of the young viewers
come to the surface. Each "film is thus an
experience in search of meaning."
I do not know of anyone that has made
use of these films in camp experience.
Again, I would recommend first an initial
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exploration of the camp and environs. Then
show the film or films. The youngsters take
over-and be sure to let them do so. A
follow-up exploration of camp after seeing
and discussing the films should be quite
revealing.

Poisoning for
Shad Control

( These three films can be obtained on rental or purchase through Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Box 352, Northside Branch,
Atlanta 5, Georgia.)

Excess populations of gizzard shad,
a serious problem in South Carolina
reservoirs, may soon be controlled by
selective poisoning, according to Jefferson C. Fuller, Jr., chief of fisheries.

No camp should be without several sets
of R. W. Eschmeyer's "True-to-Life" stories.
Those now available are:

Willie Whitetail, Mac Mallard, Woody
Woodcock, Al Alligator, Billy Bass, Tommy
Trout, Freddy Fox Squirrel, Bobby Bluegill,
Charley Cottontail, and Bob White. ( Soft
cover, 50¢ and cloth cover, $1.00; Fisherman Press, Oxford, Ohio.) They are ideally
suitable for campers from 6-18. Each book
is a highly entertaining story, profusely
illustrated, and containing accurate information.
From old-line (but still very useful) nature study, we have progressed through to
inter-relationships and "meanings." These
meanings when developed in a camp situation ought to be quite impressive and longlasting, largely because they will be drawn
from the raw material of nature, firsthandedly.
There is still lots of new ground to be
broken in camping and in education: especially through use of such films as tl10se in
the "Elementary Conservation Series."
-DOUGLAS E. WADE.
----SCWRC.----

Tortoise shell is derived from the
thin, bony plates that overlap to
cover the carapace, or back, of the
marine hawksbill turtle.
----SCWRC---This shoulder patch is awarded by the Wildlife Resources Department to all Scouts winning merit
badges in Forestry, Soil and Water Conservation, and
Wildlife Management.

------

Fuller has just returned from a
rough fish control demonstration in
Oklahoma where a 5,600-acre lake
was treated with an extremely weak
solution of rotenone, the same chemical that has been used in population
studies in several South Carolina reservoirs and lakes. Shad are very susceptible to the effects of rotenone and
a solution of one-sixth of one part of
emulsifiable rotenone to one million
parts of water is used.
Shad, which are of no economic or
sports value to anglers, have so multiplied in some reservoirs that they
are monopolizing the food supply
and the desirable species are stunted
in growth. Removal of the excess shad
should increase greatly the number
and growth of game fish. In using the
rotenone solution, a few game fish
may be killed but the overall results
will far more than compensate for
this loss.
The Oklahoma demonstration was
attended by technicians from eight
states where the gizzard shad is a
problem, along with 20,000 sportsmen
and other interested persons. Approximately $11,000.00 worth of emulsifiable rotenone was used and $3,000.00 was needed to provide five airplanes which sprayed the entire lake,
in which gizzard shad made up approximately 85 per cent of the fish
population by weight.
Fuller believes the selective poisoning method might well be applicable
to some South Carolina reservoirs but
that the cost would be a major consideration. There are no immediate
plans for treating any South Carolina
waters, he said.
SOUTH C AROLINA
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Fire and Game
(Continued from page 4)

In the absence of fire on Alabama
II, ground cover became thick, native
legumes decreased and the number
of hardwood sprouts increased. By
the hunting season of 1953-54 the
quail population had declined from
3.27 to 0.65 coveys per 100 acres. It
was difficult for dogs to hunt the
area and the coveys of quail were
hard to find.
Alabama III. This area of 3,360
acres is mostly in timber, with approximately 15 per cent of the entire
tract consisting of open, cultivated
fields. The fields are not uniformly
distributed through the area, most
large fields being in one part of the
plantation with only small level areas
cleared in the remaining woodland.
The rolling, rough topography made
disking of strips difficult, and consequent insufficiency of fire b r e a k s
caused some fires to get out of control.
Keeping stands of timber sufficiently open is a major problem in
woodlands managed for quail. Loblolly, the dominant species, seeds well
on this plantation. Fire exposes the
soil and results in a growth of seedlings so thick that a second burning
is necessary to thin the stand. Under
these conditions, production of quail
has averaged 2.36 coveys per 100
acres for four years out of the last
.. five. During the other year, uncontrolled fire in the spring burned most
of the plantation and quail production was cut almost in half.
Late "burning apparently has depressed quail population below expectations in four of the last five
years. Age determination of juveniles
has shown that a large segment of
the population has hatched late in
the summer, indicating either a shortage of nesting cover in the spring and
early summer or a loss of early nests.
Judicious use of fire has been demonstrated essential in quail management
on this plantation; e x c e s s i v e fire
proved detrimental to the birds.
VoL. 2 No. 2-SPRING, 1955

South Carolina I. Management
practices have been much the same
on this area since 1949. Each year a
part of the area has been burned, but
the extent and intensity of burning
has been insufficient to yield maximum benefits in quail management.
The fall population in 1948-49 was
2.62 coveys per 100 acres, ( following a low of 1.82 the preceding year),
and by 1953-54 had declined gradually to 1.94. The drop was attributed
to increase in cover density. Had fire
been eliminated entirely from this
area, the quail population undoubtedly would have become so low in a
few years that hunting would have
been discontinued.
No timber management practices
other than controlled burning were
carried on during the study. The
amount of tilled land increased in
1949, when parts of many broomsedge fields were broken up. This
probably contributed to the increase
in that hunting season, but there were
declines in the following years.
South Carolina II. The land-use on
this plantation changed more than on
the other study areas. In 1948-49, the
area was managed in the interest of
quail as well as for timber and farm
products. Fire was used judiciously
in the woodland, and open fields
were cultivated under the old system
of tenant farming.
Since 1949, the system of land-use
has not been conducive to quail production. One half of the area was
devoted to timber production only
and the other half to pasture and
cropland. Open fields on the timber
side were all planted to pines. All
trees, except a few for shade, were
cut on the other tract. Brush was
cleared, and the largest part of this
half of the plantation was in the process of being established as improved
pasture. The remaining fields were
reserved for cropland. Fire was excluded from all parts of the plantation.
Quail populations on this area in
the fall, 1949, consisted of 2.43 coveys
per 100 acres. By the 1953-54 hunting

season they had declined to 0.81. The
timbered part has become too dense
to be desirable for quail nesting in
summer, and winter populations are
low. The farmed half still contains
coverts suitable for nesting, but by
winter the birds hatched there move
onto adjoining land where ample
food is available.
Lack of controlled burning was
doubtless one of the factors which
contributed to the decline of quail.
With proper burning in the woodland
part of the plantation, it is probable
that higher quail populations could
have been maintained.
Smith Carolina III. The history of
this tract helps explain why its quail
population has fluctuated. Several
years before the present study was
initiated the plantation was logged,
an operation which usually produces
good nesting and food conditions by
opening up the area. Records show
that a large number of quail coveys
were present following the removal
of timber.
Subsequently, most of the area has
been kept in woodland since only
soils around the edge are suitable for
cultivation. A thick stand of secondgrowth stems followed logging operations and quail populations, by 194950, were at a low of 1.13 coveys per
100 acres. Some pulpwood was removed in subsequent years, but not
enough to open up the forest and
make it attractive to quail. Such
burning as was done intentionally did
not thin the vegetation sufficiently to
produce desirable quail environment.
In the spring of 1950, a wild fire
swept through the area. The next fall,
the quail population remained at the
1949 level but by the fall of 1951 it
had increased to 2.07 coveys per 100
acres. In 1952-53, the population had
gone up to 3.40. On this area it appeared that fire opened up a second
growth woodland and made it more
desirable for quail.
South Carolina IV. On this plantation, fire has been used to excess and
populations have declined because of
lack of nesting cover. The central part
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of the area consists of wet pineland
with cultivated fields around the periphery. Each spring, the manager
has attempted to burn as much as
possible with the idea that undesirable vegetation would be suppressed.
Though in normal years, the vegetation on the wetter soils did not burn,
th e years of 1952 and 1953 were abnormally dry and spring £res swept
through the entire tract. In 1951-52,
there were 3.40 coveys per 100 acres,
in 1952-53, 2.12, and in 1953-54, 1.92.

Hardwoods
(Continued from page 8)

gum, black locust and mulberries
furnish good quail foods too. Occasionally taken in quantity are the
fruit or seeds of wild cherry, osage
orange, sassafras and beech. Bobwhites can live without food from
these hardwood trees, but such foods
serve them well where they are
available.
Ruffed grouse, scarce game birds
of the mountain area, eat the buds
of many hardwood trees-birch, wild
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
apple, poplar, wild cherry, and wil1. The useful role of £re was dem- low. They also eat the acorns, nuts
onstrated on Rve of the seven study or fruits of oaks, black gum, dogareas. On two areas, annual con- wood, mulberry, beech and wild
trolled burning was an important cherry. Grouse experts generally befactor in maintaining high q u a i 1 lieve that the food supply is ample
populations. On another area covered in the chosen range of this woodland
species.
with woods too thick to support more
W oocl ducks feed extensively in the
than a meager number of birds, a
swamps where they eat acorns, peheavy burn resulted in increased
cans, beech nuts and the fruit of the
quail numbers. On two additional
black and tupelo gums. All of these
areas where burning did not occur are important
foods for this woodfor three years on one and £ve yeaTs land waterfowl.
on the other, quail numbers declined
Mallards also feed in swamp ponds
66 and 80 per cent respectively.
on acorns, pecans, and blackberries.
2. Excessive £re was found detri- Acorns are especially important.
mental to quail on two areas. On one,
Doves occasionally feed on the
£re used to excess was the important fruit of the sweet gum. It is the only
factor contributing to decrease in hardwood tree providing any food
quail populations over a three-year for doves.
Non-game birds. Of course farmperiod. On another area which was
relatively open and maintained so by ers, hunters and outdoor students are
burning, excessive £re one year cut not interested alone in game birds
th e following winter's population in and mammals. Rare is the person who
fails to appreciate mocking birds,
half.
robins, cardinals, brown thrashers,
3. High production of quail de- catbirds, and bluejays, that feed a
pends upon a number of factors. To great deal on foods from the hardincrease the population, the game wood trees. Bird watchers also see
manager must determine the most im- many other species which live and
portant limiting factors and the best feed among our southern hardwood
way to overcome them. Where food trees.
and cover conditions need correcting,
When we are in the woods, w e
controlled £re can oftentimes be used should look up at the trees we know
to advantage. On the other hand, if so well and think of how they serve
improperly used, £re can be seriously our wildlife. In summary, here is a
list of the kinds of game each harddetrimental.
wood tree will feed.
(Presented at Southeastern Association of
Oaks. Acorns are important food
Game and Fish Commissioners Conference
for wild turkeys, bobwhites, ruffed
at New Orleans, November, 1954.)
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grouse, squirrels, deer, mallards, and
wood ducks. Bluejays and hogs compete with game species for these
valuable foods. Insects destroy many
of the acorns soon after they fall.
Pecans and hickories. Squirrel food
deluxe. Also eaten considerably by
mallards and wood ducks, and by
wild turkeys and bobwhites when
squirrels or hogs leave broken bits
on the ground.
Sweet gum. A surprisingly important bird food. The seeds are eaten
extensively by bobwhites and occasionally by doves.
Black gum ancl tupelo. Wild turkeys, bobwhites, ruffed grouse, deer.
Dogwood. Ruffed gr o us e, bobwhites , wild turkeys, deer.
Mulb erries, beechnuts and wild
cherries are eaten by bobwhites, wild
turkeys and ruffed grouse.
---SCWRC---

Value of Acorn
Crop Estimated
into Millions
Reporting on a study of acorn
yields and wildlife usage, two Missouri biologists state that Missouri's
oak trees put out a multi-million
dollar crop on the basis of food value.
They estimate that common oaks
would yield about 20 p o u n d s of
acorns annually and, with 10 million
of Missouri's 15 million acres of forest
productive each year, the yield would
be 200 million pounds of acorns annually. ( South Carolina does not have
nearly the number of oak trees that
Missouri has-but this makes the oaks
even more important from the wildlife angle. )
The biologists went on to say, "If
these acorns possessed the economic
value of corn ( as they do in food
valu e ) this yield would b e worth at
least £ve million dollars annually on
today's market".
---SCWRC---

The nuthatch is the only treeclimbing bird that climbs down the
trunks of trees head first.
SoUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

Nutria
(Continued from page 5)

A full grown male will w eigh from
20 to 25 pounds, while a female of
the same age will weigh from 15 to
20 pounds. The average body length
is about 24 inches and the tail from
12 to 16 inches.
The nutria has been known to
breed at less than a year of age; however, it is probable that females at
least one year old are more likely to
b ear litters. The gestation period is
from 130 to 150 days. Records indicate that litters may be born at any
season of the year and it is possible
for two, or even three, litters to be
produced in a given year. The mammary glands are located along the
back, this unusual arrangement allowing the young to suckle while the
mother is in th e water. A litter may
range from two to eight, with five
th e average size.
The nutria is a vegetarian and experiments conducted in the Mobile
Bay area in Alabama indicated three
choice foods to be: three square
(Scirpus americanus), alligator grass
(Achurantus philoxerides) and cutgrass (Zizaniopis miliacea). Cattail
(Typha angustifolia) was not eaten if
any of the above plants were available. The roots of Juncus, buggy
whips (Scirus californicus) and saw
grass (Cladium jamaicensis) were
eaten when the more desirable plants
• were not available.
What the eating habits of the
nutria will be in South Carolina is
still unknown, as is the question of
how effectively they will control pond
vegetation. A recent letter from Leslie
Glasgow of Louisiana State University states:
"Since we have so many nutria and
there is no hope of eliminating them,
we in Game Management are taking
the attitude that we should do everything possible to assist the trapper
and landowner with the many problems which have arisen with the introduction of the nutria. I have seen
many large coastal marshes severely
'eaten out' by nutria but these were
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never completely denuded. The
nutria set back plant succession. After
th e vegetation is reduced to a certain
point, th e animals either die or move.
There is considerable evidence to indicate the latter happens.
"On farm ponds which I visited in
Texas, where nutria were introduced
to control vegetation, little permanent
good was accomplished. Some plants
were temporarily set back and in a
few instances some p 1 a n t species
were completely eliminated. In every
case it is a certain fact that there was
no change made in the basis ecological condition that was responsible for
the presence of the plant.
"It was apparent to me that there
was merely a temporary substitution
of one plant for another and that
after a short time the original plants
will again reinvade the pond. In the
meantime, nutria disappear and will
require reintroduction to again control the weeds. It is my opinion that
there may be a slight alleviation of
the weed problem, but nutria are no
remedy or control for it.
"You may be interested to know
that our rice f a rm er s complain
bitterly of the nutria damage to their
crops and levees. Cattlemen object
to them because they reduce the
marsh vegetation to the point where
they can not get a continuous burn
on their range. We are beginning to
receive complaints from cane growers, as well as sweet potato faTmers.
As yet, we do not know how serious
a pest nutria may eventually become."
George H. Lowery, Jr., also of
LSU, commented: "One thing is certain, they should control vegetation
in farm ponds. But what will happen
when they have eaten every particle
of vegetation out of the ponds? I saw
wire-enclosed ponds on the E. A. McIllhenny p 1 a c e near Avery Island
wherein every particle of vegetation
had been removed. Mr. Mclllhenny
was then forced to bring in food by
the truckloads."
In building its nest, the nutria quite
commonly burrows into the banks

and dam of a pond. Although it is
not known whether such burrowing
wou ld he extensive enough to he of
damage, it .is certain that a darn
would not benefit from such actions.
The meat of the nutria is said to
have a pleasing flavor when properly
prepared, similar to a suckling pig
when r o as t e cl. ( Since the nutria
brought into South Carolina cost $75
a pair, the animal is not expected to
become a staple food . )
This report on the nutria has been
compiled as a digest of the available
literature and information. Some of
the information appears to be contradictory. However, it appears that
a more detailed investigation would
be desirable before nutria are introduced to any major extent into South
Carolina.
---SCWRC---

Turtles Wanted!
The Charleston Museum, Charleston 16, S. C., is offering three dollars
each for all soft-shell turtles, regardless of size, from South Carolina, and
near-by sections of G e o r g i a and
North Carolina. Any other turtles will
be gladly accepted as gifts.
Turtles should be sent alive to the
Charleston Museum express collect,
packed in moist leaves or moss in a
light wooden box. Information concerning the turtles must be sent either
with th em or in a letter. Information
needed includes locality ( place collected, such as name of river or lake
and mileage from the nearest U. S.
Post Office ), and date collected. Not
more than five soft-shelled turtles
from any one place are needed.
Send name of collector and address,
and a check for $3.00 for each softshelled turtle will be sent by return
mail to the collector.
---SCWRC- - -

The temperature of a cricket can
be counted by its chirps. In degrees
Fahrenheit, it is roughly equal to the
number of cricket chirps per minute
divided by four and added to 40.
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Carolina Sports- Trot Lining

•

There are plenty of people who
know how to run a trot line but we've
never met one who knew how the
t e r m "trot line" originated. One
theory is that the term was originally
"trout line", this being based on the
fact that in South Carolina the black
bass is often referred to as "trout."
There are two o b j e c t i o n s to this
theory. First, trot lines are not used
for catching tr o u t or bass, even
though they may catch some when
the hooks are b a i t e d with live
minnows. Second, the device is called
a trot line even in areas where a bass
is not a "h·out."
The trot line, which is illegal in
some waters of the State, is a most
effective device for catching catfish.
It is simplicity itself, a heavy line

attached to two stationary objects
with short lines-and hooks-attached
every few feet. The hooks are usually
baited with cut bait-in fact, if they're
baited with anything else the game
warden will take a hand in the
matter.
Since catfish do most of their feeding at night, the trot liner will "run"
his trot line several times during the
night, or perhaps once early in the
morning. In "running a trot line", the
operator pulls the boat from hook to
hook along the heavy line, removing
the catfish and replacing bait on the
bare hooks.
Trot liners say there's a definite
connection between the number of
times they get stuck by the catfish
and the number of drinks they've

taken. However, we heard one of
them say, "Of course, you get stuck
more but you don't feel it as much,"
when explaining why he considered a
jug an essential part of trot lining.
Nothing in the above, including the
picture, should be taken as an indication that everyone who runs a trot
line considers a jug essential equipment. We just happened to come
across a scene like that in the picture
and every time we think of trot lining we think of those two trot liners
we left at the landing on the Edisto
some years ago. The only addition is
the fish lapping up the licker and
from what we know of the catfish's
appetite he could handle even Dorchester county com.
-E. F.

State Parks

on the road maps issued by the major
oil companies.
Additional details about state park
facilities can be obtained by contacting any of the state park superintendents, or by writing to the Division of
State Parks, State Commission of
Forestry, Box 357, Columbia, S. C.
There is no admission charge at
the state parks, and they are open
every day in the year. Your state
parks are yours to enjoy. If you
haven't already discovered the facilities state parks offer to fishermen and

their families, make this the year you
will visit and enjoy these areas that
have been provided for your use and
enjoyment.

(Continued from page 3)

spoiled scenic areas with facilities to
enable the entire family to spend a
healthful, enjoyable day in the outof-doors, picnicking under tall trees,
swimming or sunbathing, or boating,
or fishing, or just relaxing.
If you are not already familiar with
the location of South Carolina's state
parks you will find them marked on
the official state highway map issued
by the South Carolina Highway Department, and they are also indicated
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The goby, a curious froglike fish of
Africa, climbs trees to feed on wood
ants. Often one goby will climb while
others stay below to nab dislodged
victims.
---SCWRC---

The nickname of the scarlet tanager
is "Robin with a sore throat" because
of its hoarse caroling.
SmrrH

CAROLINA WILDLIFE

...

Shrimping is a rugged business, both the actual trawling and the preparation for it. These Edisto Island
shrimpers are overhauling a boat during the closed season.

Miss Claudia Lea Phelps
Box 593

Aikens C

U/4at of!uck?

•

There's a fascination about netting shad that brings men year after year to the same old stands. The suspenseful moments come as the net is hauled in. This scene is on the lower Edisto.

